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Samantha Daniel is a bright young
lady who has just finished her Bachelor’s
Degree in Life Sciences at National
Chung Hsing University, Taichung City,
this June.
“I have known where Taiwan is on the
map since I was a child,” says Daniel,
“but studying here is a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity.”
The 24-year-old Taiwan Scholarship
recipient from Saint Kitts explains
she has been lucky in that whenever
she needed help, there was always a
Taiwanese classmate willing to offer a
hand.
“My university is famous for Life
Science and Agriculture,” she says.
“Because of the diplomatic ties between Saint Kitts
and Taiwan, my education is fully covered by the
Taiwan Scholarship.”
Daniel signed herself up to compete in the
Mandarin and Taiwanese Speech Contest for
Foreigners this May. Out of almost 100 contestants,
Daniel impressed the judges by showing absolute
confidence in the delivery of her speech. She was
selected for the finals and won second place in the
end.
“I told myself to do something before graduation,”
said the young and lively woman after she finished
her speech, “and this is it.”
“I felt nervous about the competition, but once I
was on stage, I felt relaxed.”
When Daniel is not busy learning Chinese or
running experiments in the lab, she likes to sing.
Karaoke is rare in her native hometown; thus
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spending a couple of happy hours singing with
friends has become her favourite pastime in Taiwan.
“I always learn a new Chinese or Taiwanese song
each visit,” she says. “Sometimes my friends would
show me lyrics in advance so that I could learn them
before singing.”
After her graduation ceremony, in which she
delivered a speech on behalf of the foreign students
in her school, Daniel is moving on to pursue further
studies in medicine in the U.S.
“I know I am going to miss the people, how
friendly and passionate they are,” she says, “because
I have enjoyed spending my past five years in
Taiwan.”
She added that she would start packing only a
week before leaving, to prevent her from crying too
much.
“I think it is better that I cry after I board the plane
for home.”

Vision
The 21 st century is an epoch of a knowledgedriven, digital and environmentally-conscious
economy. In facing challenges, education serves as
a catalyst for national development. All countries
invest abundant resources in the cultivation of talent.
These endeavors focus on promoting quality teaching
and learning to cultivate premium human resources
so as to strengthen creativity and innovation for the
challenges will be confronted in the future.
Considering the trend of international
development and recognising the infrastructure
of Taiwan rests on cultivating human talent, the
Ministry of Education has formulated the following
vision of Taiwan’s education: to build a complete and
high-quality educational environment; to empower

educators and learners to develop effectively and
happily; to foster competence for self-fulfillment so
as to cultivate citizens with excellent dispositions
and insight for the coming opportunities and
globalisation.
Based on this vision, we will upgrade Taiwan’s
competitiveness through innovative education and
personalized learning, by nurturing talent balanced
with humane and technical, egoistic and altruistic,
local and global development. In the future, we will
create a mechanism for all people to share values
and communicate opinions about education. Through
this mechanism, we will be able to assemble the
power of all the people to contribute to Taiwan’s
sustainability.
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